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                                         INTRODUCTION 
 

            Mobile marketing is marketing on or with a mobile device, such as a cell phone. Mobile marketing can also be 

defined as “the use of the mobile medium as a means of marketing communication”, the “distribution of any 

kind of promotional or advertising messages to customer through wireless networks”. More specific definition 

is the following: “using interactive wireless media to provide customers with time and location sensitive, 

personalized information that promotes goods, services and ideas, thereby generating value for all 

stakeholders". Mobile marketing is commonly known as wireless marketing, although viewing advertising on 

a computer connected to a home local area network is not considered to be mobile marketing.  

 India is one of the fastest growing mobile markets in the world and currently there are around 870 million 

mobile users. At the same time it has the largest youth population in the world recent transformation of mobile 

handsets from technologically limited mobile phones into true hybrid mini-computers, and the transition to 3G 

networks, converted the mobile medium into an attractive value delivery channel for business entities.  

Mobile marketing is marketing on or with a mobile device, such as a cell phone. Mobile marketing can also be 

defined as “the use of the mobile medium as a means of marketing communication”, Mobile marketing is 
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commonly known as wireless marketing, although viewing advertising on a computer connected to a home 

local area network is not considered to be mobile marketing Mobile marketing encapsulates a large set of 

applications and has the potential to create exceptional value to both consumers and business entities if and 

only if it’s true essence and unique properties are truly understood by all members of the mobile value chain. 

Prior academic research on mobile marketing has identified an extended set of factors that may have an 

influence on the acceptance and adoption of mobile marketing practices by consumers.  

Attitude is a major factor in information systems and marketing researches. Attitude & perception is outcome 

of what we say, feel and know. “Attitude & perception is a lasting general evaluation of people (including 

oneself), objects, advertisements or issues.” It is important to highlight that attitude toward mobile marketing 

refers to consumers’ attitude toward marketing in general rather than one specific type of marketing General 

public attitude toward advertising has been a main concern and focus for a long time. Youngster’s attitude 

toward mobile marketing has been popular among different researchers, especially focusing on mobile 

marketing.  

 

After high penetration of the internet, mobile broadband subscription rate also increased dramatically. 

Subscriptions of mobile broadband outnumbered the subscriptions of broadband by 2008, which is indicating 

tremendous potential for mobile internet (International Telecommunication Union, 2009). Another research 

conducted by ITU (International Telecommunication Union, 2010) shows that 90% of the world population 

has internet access, and 80% of people who is living in rural areas also have internet access. Different reasons 

are playing a role in rise of mobile devices usage; Improvements in mobile technology, and integration of 

data, video and audio context in one mobile device absolutely increased the usage of mobile devices. 

Flexibility in communication and information sharing became possible with improvements in mobile 

technology and integration of internet and computing in to mobile medium. The possibility of reaching the 

information anytime and anywhere triggered the improvements of mobile devices lately. 

Potential of interaction with consumer, target marketing and managing consumer relationship made mobile 

devices especially important channel for marketers. Mobile services and marketing has become powerful 

source for marketing communication and distribution. Internet has been used as an effective channel by 

companies for building and managing consumer relationship with the mobile internet, marketing opportunities 

are defined by different authors like when mobile internet subscriptions outnumber the broadband 

subscriptions mobile internet will have the larger potential audience. Marketing potential of the mobile 

devices also as, probably mobile medium have more potential opportunities for marketing than new media. 
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HISTORY 

 
In 1973, a certain Martin Cooper, invented something that changed the world as dramatically as the wheel and 

electricity. But his invention would go reasonably unnoticed for another two decades. It wasn’t until 1992 that 

someone got the idea to send a text message from their computer to a mobile phone. Four years later, the first 

mobile phone capable of browsing the internet hit the market. Since then, mobile marketing has grown 

immensely year on year. It now stands as the go-to point of investment for brands and businesses wishing to 

engage with their customers. We examine the development and adoption of mobile marketing and mobile 

search over the years. 

2000: The first mobile ad is shared via SMS 

SMS as a marketing vehicle wasn’t adopted by advertisers until 2000, but mobile data services were 

introduced some nine years earlier in Finland. Remember 2G? That’s what the telecommunications company 

Radiolinja (now Elisa) rolled out. The first person-to-person text was sent in late 1994 and initiated a gradual 

trend of “texting” between friends into the late 90s. Finland again was at the forefront of innovation when, at 

the turn of the 21st century, a Finnish news provider decided to offer free news headlines via SMS, sponsored 

by advertising. From there, marketers experimented with other forms of mobile marketing. 

2002: SMS becomes mass media 

Marketers realized that SMS was an incredibly unobtrusive means of advertising. And, with mobile phones 

slowly proliferating, it’d be an increasingly effective channel with its concise messaging and location-based 

benefits. Soon, companies large and small were SMSing their customers all sorts of offerings. It was a good 

strategy because SMS providers guaranteed reliable delivery to customers. In fact, this mobile marketing 

strategy was so successful that it likely spawned the mobile phone you carry around with you daily. The 

smartphone wasn’t just  

 

created for playing Angry Birds, taking selfies or browsing Facebook. Its development was also spurred on by 

advertisers, recognizing their usefulness to capture customer attention. 

2007: Smartphones get smarter 

While the release of the iPhone in 2007 was a coup for the mobile marketing industry, the ads themselves 

struggled to keep up with the innovation. They were clunky and annoying and left users frustrated. This is 

because marketers would often use desktop browser ads in their mobile channels and eventually lead to the 

responsive techniques that advertisers use in mobile marketing today. 
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The proliferation of 3G also fuelled the adoption of mobile phones as the first point of contact between 

marketers and customers. And with this new generation, came apps in every shape and form. From fitness 

trackers and games to maps and social media, apps became the way people consumed the internet. 

2010 and beyond: Mobile marketing continues to evolve 

By the time Apple launched its first iPad, the size of the US mobile advertising market had grown to a 

staggering  $1.45 billion. That would later pale in comparison to future revenues as Apple and Google 

continued to push the adoption of mobile. 

In 2014, developers were building ads into mobile apps. It was found that users were spending most of their 

time playing Candy Crush or stalking exes on social media apps. The internet browser had become an 

afterthought. This was a tipping point. Mobile ads had to be seamless and engaging, or they simply didn’t 

work. By now, paid media was an extremely popular mechanism and competition for the attention of people 

was at an all-time high. These factors continue to push mobile marketers to better the overall ad experience. 

In 2017, the world is orientated towards mobile first. It seems that mobile phones and devices are entwined in 

everything we do. It’s no surprise then that we see hundreds, sometimes thousands, of ads every day. To break 

through the clutter and gain conversions, mobile marketers need to constantly push the boundaries and create 

new trends. Our latest article touches on some of these new trends and outlines what mobile marketers are up 

to currently and how SMS continues to play a vital role in mobile marketing success. 

 

MOBILE MARKETING  

 

Mobile marketing is multi-channel online marketing technique focused at reaching a specific audience on 

their smart phone, tablets, or any other related devices through websites, E mail, SMS and MMS, social media 

or mobile applications. Mobile marketing can provide customers with time and location sensitive, 

personalized information that promotes goods, services and ideas. In a more theoretical manner, 

academic Andreas Kaplan defines mobile marketing as "any marketing activity conducted through a 

ubiquitous network to which consumers are constantly connected using a personal mobile device" 

 

SMS marketing  

Marketing through cellphones' SMS (Short Message Service) became increasingly popular in the early 2000s 

in Europe and some parts of Asia when businesses started to collect mobile phone numbers and send off 

wanted (or unwanted) content. On average, SMS messages are read within four minutes, making them highly 

convertible. 
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Over the past few years SMS marketing has become a legitimate advertising channel in some parts of the 

world. This is because unlike email over the public internet, the carriers who police their own networks have 

set guidelines and best practices for the mobile media industry (including mobile advertising). The IAB 

(Interactive Advertising Bureau) and the Mobile Marketing Association (MMA), as well, have established 

guidelines and are evangelizing the use of the mobile channel for marketers. While this has been fruitful in 

developed regions such as North America, Western Europe and some other countries, mobile SPAM 

messages (SMS sent to mobile subscribers without a legitimate and explicit opt-in by the subscriber) remain 

an issue in many other parts of the world, partly due to the carriers selling their member databases to third 

parties. In India, however, government's efforts of creating National Do Not Call Registry have helped 

cellphone users to stop SMS advertisements by sending a simple SMS or calling 1909.  

Mobile marketing approaches through SMS has expanded rapidly in Europe and Asia as a new channel to 

reach the consumer. SMS initially received negative media coverage in many parts of Europe for being a new 

form of spam as some advertisers purchased lists and sent unsolicited content to consumer's phones; however, 

as guidelines are put in place by the mobile operators, SMS has become the most popular branch of the 

Mobile Marketing industry with several 100 million advertising SMS sent out every month in Europe alone. 

In Europe the first cross-carrier SMS shortcode campaign was run by Txtbomb in 2001 for an Island 

Records release, In North America it was the Labatt Brewing Company in 2002. Over the past few years 

mobile short codes have been increasingly popular as a new channel to communicate to the mobile consumer. 

Brands have begun to treat the mobile short code as a mobile domain name allowing the consumer to text 

message the brand at an event, in store and off any traditional media. 

SMS marketing services typically run off a short code, but sending text messages to an email address is 

another methodology (though this method is not supported by the carriers). Short codes are 5 or 6 digit 

numbers that have been assigned by all the mobile operators in a given country especially for the use of brand 

campaign and other consumer services. Due to the high price of short codes of $500–$1000 a month, many 

small businesses opt to share a short code in order to reduce monthly costs. The mobile operators vet every 

short code application before provisioning and monitor the service to make sure it does not diverge from its 

original service description. Another alternative to sending messages by short code or email is to do so 

through one's own dedicated phone number. 

Besides short codes, inbound SMS can be received on long numbers (international number format, e.g. +44 

7624 805000 or US number format, e.g. 757 772 8555), which can be used in place of short codes or 

premium-rated short messages for SMS reception in several applications, such as product promotions and 

campaigns. Long numbers are internationally available, as well as enabling businesses to have their own 

number, rather than short codes which are usually shared across a number of brands. Additionally, long 

numbers are non-premium inbound numbers. 
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One key criterion for provisioning is that the consumer opts into the service. The mobile operators demand a 

double opt in from the consumer and the ability for the consumer to opt out of the service at any time by 

sending the word STOP via SMS. These guidelines are established in the CTIA Playbook and the MMA 

Consumer Best Practices Guidelines which are followed by all mobile marketers in the United States. 

In Canada, opt in will be mandatory once the Fighting Internet and Wireless Spam Act comes in force in mid-

2012. 

 

MMS 

MMS mobile marketing can contain a timed slideshow of images, text, audio and video. This mobile content 

is delivered via MMS (Multimedia Message Service). Nearly all new phones produced with a color screen are 

capable of sending and receiving standard MMS message. Brands are able to both send (mobile terminated) 

and receive (mobile originated) rich content through MMS A2P (application-to-person) mobile networks to 

mobile subscribers. In some networks, brands are also able to sponsor messages that are sent P2P (person-to-

person). 

Good examples of mobile-originated MMS marketing campaigns are Motorola's ongoing campaigns at House 

of Blues venues, where the brand allows the consumer to send their mobile photos to the LED board in real-

time as well as blog their images online. 

 

Push Notifications  

Push notifications were first introduced to smartphones by Apple with the Push Notification Service in 

2009.[8] For Android devices, Google developed Android Cloud to Messaging or C2DM in 2010. Google 

replaced this service with Google Cloud Messaging in 2013. Commonly referred to as GCM, Google Cloud 

Messaging served as C2DM's successor, making improvements to authentication and delivery, new API 

endpoints and messaging parameters, and the removal of limitations on API send-rates and message sizes. It is 

a message that pops up on a mobile device. It is the delivery of information from a software application to a 

computing device without any request from the client or the user. They look like SMS notifications but they 

are reached only the  

 

users who installed the app. The specifications vary for iOS and android users. SMS and push notifications 

can be part of a well-developed inbound mobile marketing strategy. 

According to mobile marketing company Leanplum, Android sees open rates twice as high as those on iOS. 

Android sees open rates of 3.48 percent for push notification, versus iOS which has open rates of 1.77 

percent. 
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APP based marketing  

With the strong growth in the use of smartphones, app usage has also greatly increased. Therefore, mobile 

marketers have increasingly taken advantage of smartphone apps as a marketing resource. Marketers aim to 

optimize the visibility of an app in a store, which will maximize the number of downloads. This practice is 

called App Store Optimization (ASO). 

There is a lot of competition in this field as well. However, just like other services, it is not easy anymore to 

rule the mobile application market. Most companies have acknowledged the potential of Mobile Apps to 

increase the interaction between a company and its target customers. With the fast progress and growth of the 

smartphone market, high-quality Mobile app development is essential to obtain a strong position in a mobile 

app store. 

Here are several models for APP marketing. 

1. Content embedded mode For the most part at present, the downloadding APP from APP store is free, for 

APP development enterprise, need a way to flow to liquidate, implantable advertising and APP combines 

content marketing and game characters to seamlessly integrating user experience, so as to improve advertising 

hits. 

2. Advertising model advertisement implantation mode is a common marketing mode in most APP 

applications. Through Banner ads, consumer announcements, or in-screen advertising, users will jump to the 

specified page and display the advertising content when users click. This model is more intuitive, and can 

attract users' attention quickly. 

3. User participation mode is mainly applied to website transplantation and brand APP. The company 

publishes its own brand APP to the APP store for users to download, so that users can intuitively understand 

the enterprise or product information better. As a practical tool, this APP brings great convenience to users' 

life. User reference mode enables users to have a more intimate experience, so that users can understand the 

product, enhance the brand image of the enterprise, and seize the user's heart. 

4. The shopping website embedded mode is the traditional Internet electric business offering platforms in the 

mobile APP, which is convenient for users to browse commodity information anytime and anywhere, order to 

purchase and order tracking. This model has promoted the transformation of traditional e-commerce 

enterprises from shopping to mobile Internet channels, which is a necessary way to use mobile APP for online 

and offline interactive development, such as amazon, ebay and so on. The above several patterns for the more 

popular marketing methods, as for the details while are not mentioned too much, but the hope can help you to 

APP marketing have a preliminary understanding, and on the road more walk more far in the marketing.[12] 
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In-game mobile marketing 

 There are essentially three major trends in mobile gaming right now: interactive real-time 3D games, massive 

multi-player games and social networking games. This means a trend towards more complex and more 

sophisticated, richer game play. On the other side, there are the so-called casual games, i.e. games that are 

very simple and very easy to play. Most mobile games today are such casual games and this will probably 

stay so for quite a while to come. 

 Brands are now delivering promotional messages within mobile games or sponsoring entire games to drive 

consumer engagement. This is known as mobile advergaming or ad-funded mobile game. 

In in-game mobile marketing, advertisers pay to have their name or products featured in the mobile games. 

For instance, racing games can feature real cars made by Ford or Chevy. Advertisers have been both creative 

and aggressive in their attempts to integrate ads organically in the mobile games. 

 

Although investment in mobile marketing strategies like advergaming is slightly more expensive than what is 

intended for a mobile app, a good strategy can make the brand derive a substantial revenue. Games that use 

advergaming make the users remember better the brand involved. This memorization increases virality of the 

content so that the users tend to recommend them to their friends and acquaintances, and share them via social 

networks. 

One form of in-game mobile advertising is what allows players to actually play. As a new and effective form 

of advertising, it allows consumers to try out the content before they actually install it. This type of marketing 

can also really attract the attention of users like casual players. These advertising blur the lines between game 

and advertising, and provide players with a richer experience that allows them to spend their precious time 

interacting with advertising. 

This kind of advertisement is not only interesting, but also brings some benefits to marketers. As this kind of 

in-gaming mobile marketing can create more effective conversion rates because they are interactive and have 

faster conversion speeds than general advertising. Moreover，Games can also offer a stronger lifetime value. 

They measure the quality of the consumer in advance to provide some more in-depth experience, So this type 

of advertising can be more effective in improving user stickiness than advertising channels such as stories and 

video.[14] 

 

QR Codes  

QR codes allow mobile phone owners to visit a web site address by scanning a digitied 2D image with their 

phone's camera. 
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One drawback of qr codes is that some people are not familiar with QR codes. There are still a lot of people in 

society who do not know what the QR code stands for, although QR codes can be seen almost everywhere in 

our lives. Many companies trying to use QR codes to promote their own products as well as looking for 

potential customers, but if the  

customer does not know how to find the information through the QR code, they seem to may not purchase a 

product or service. Another major drawback of QR codes is that they rely on mobile devices or smartphones. 

The whole concept of a QR code and its benefits are based on its ability to be scanned by mobile devices. If 

consumers, like older people, do not have mobile devices or smartphones, qr codes are not good for them. 

 

Bluetooth  

Bluetooth technology is a wireless short range digital communication that allows devices to communicate 

without the now superced RS-232 cables.  

 

Proximity System 

Mobile marketing via proximity systems, or proximity marketing, relies on GSM 03.41 which defines the 

Short Message Service - Cell Broadcast. SMS-CB allows messages (such as advertising or public 

information) to be broadcast to all mobile users in a specified geographical area. In the Philippines, GSM-

based proximity broadcast systems are used by select Government Agencies for information dissemination on 

Government-run community-based programs to take advantage of its reach and popularity (Philippines has the 

world's highest traffic of SMS). It is also used for commercial service known as Proxima SMS. Bluewater, a 

super-regional shopping centre in the UK, has a GSM based system supplied by NTL to help its GSM 

coverage for calls, it also allows each customer with a mobile phone to be tracked though the centre which 

shops they go into and for how long. The system enables special offer texts to be sent to the phone. For 

example, a retailer could send a mobile text message to those customers in their database who have opted-in, 

who happen to be walking in a mall. That message could say "Save 50% in the next 5 minutes only when you 

purchase from our store." Snacks company, Mondelez International, makers of Cadbury and Oreo products 

has committed to exploring proximity-based messaging citing significant gains in point-of-purchase influence.  

 

Location-based services 

Location-based services (LBS) are offered by some cell phone networks as a way to send custom advertising 

and other information to cell-phone subscribers based on their current location. The cell-phone service 

provider gets the location from a GPS chip built into the phone, or using radiolocation and trilateration based 

on the signal-strength of the closest cell-phone towers (for phones without GPS features). In the United 
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Kingdom, which launched location-based services in 2003, networks do not use trilateration; LBS uses a 

single base station, with a "radius" of inaccuracy, to determine a phone's location. 

Some location-based services work without GPS tracking technique, instead transmitting content between 

devices peer-to-peer. 

There are various methods for companies to utilize a device's location.  

1.Store locators. 

Utilizing the location-based feedback, the nearest store location can be found rapidly by retail clients. 

2.Proximity-based marketing. 

Companies can deliver advertisements merely to individuals in the same geographical location. 

Location-based services send advertisements prospective customers of the area who may truly take action on 

the information. 

3.Travel information. 

Location-based services can provide actual time information for the smartphones, such as traffic condition and 

weather forecast, then the customers can make the plan. 

4.Roadside assistance. 

In the event of sudden traffic accidents, the roadside assistance company can develop an app to track the 

customer's real-time location without navigation. 

 

Ring less voicemail  

The advancement of mobile technologies has allowed the ability to leave a voice mail message on a mobile 

phone without ringing the line. The technology was pioneered by VoAPP, which used the technology in 

conjunction with live operators as a debt collection service. The FCC has ruled that the technology is 

compliant with all regulations CPL expanded on the existing technology to allow for a completely automated 

process including the replacement of live operators with prerecorded messages. By optimizing the technology, 

marketers can utilize the process to increase engagement of their product or service. 

 

User-controlled Media  

Mobile marketing differs from most other forms of marketing communication in that it is often user 

(consumer) initiated (mobile originated, or MO) message, and requires the express consent of the consumer to 

receive future communications. A call delivered from a server (business) to a user (consumer) is called a 
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mobile terminated (MT) message. This infrastructure points to a trend set by mobile marketing of consumer 

controlled marketing communications.  

Due to the demands for more user controlled media, mobile messaging infrastructure providers have 

responded by developing architectures that offer applications to operators with more freedom for the users, as 

opposed to the network-controlled media. Along with these advances to user-controlled Mobile Messaging 

2.0, blog events throughout the world have been implemented in order to launch popularity in the latest 

advances in mobile technology. In June 2007, Airwide Solutions became the official sponsor for the Mobile 

Messaging 2.0 blog that provides the opinions of many through the discussion of mobility with freedom.  

GPS plays an important role in location-based marketing. 

 

Privacy Concerns  

Mobile advertising has become more and more popular. However, some mobile advertising is sent without a 

required permission from the consumer causing privacy violations. It should be understood that irrespective of 

how well advertising messages are designed and how many additional possibilities they provide, if consumers 

do not have confidence that their privacy will be protected, this will hinder their widespread deployment. But 

if the messages originate from a source where the user is enrolled in a relationship/loyalty program, privacy is 

not considered violated and even interruptions can generate goodwill. 

The privacy issue became even more salient as it was before with the arrival of mobile data networks. A 

number of important new concerns emerged mainly stemming from the fact that mobile devices are intimately 

personal and are always with the user, and four major concerns can be identified: mobile spam, personal 

identification, location information and wireless security. Aggregate presence of mobile phone users could be 

tracked in a privacy-preserving fashion. 

 

SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS 
 

Strengths : 

 Most personal marketing channel available on the market 

 Completely permission-based, with opt-in required for marketing text messages 

 Many consumers giving up landlines for mobile 

 Sales of smartphones with Internet capability booming 

 Most powerful loyalty marketing tool 

 Mobile applications market growing by leaps and bounds 

 Many marketers, retailers and publishers recognizing need for mobile presence 
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Weakness : 

 Perception problem 

 User experience with the Internet on mobile not ideal -- screen size, keypad and slow network speeds 

 Inadequate outreach to advertising agencies and media buyers 

 Lack of standards across platforms and carriers 

 

Opportunities : 

  Gives legs to other channels -- store, online, television, radio, print and billboards 

  Mobile marketing jumpstarts mobile commerce sales 

 More quality content on mobile as publishers launch mobile editions. More room for targeted ads  

 Mobile coupons -- killer app for mobile, along with mobile database marketing 

 

Threats : 

 Mobile is treated as experimental budget -- and cut 

 Sales of smartphones with Internet capability stall  

 Upgrades to higher-price data plans slow down 

  Funding for mobile service providers and mobile marketing firms dries up 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Heinonen & Strandvik (2003) showed that mobile channels are perceived to be more personal than 

traditional and e-mail channels. This creates high expectations for the relevance of marketing communication 

messages. A consumer expects messages to be personal and of high interest and this makes the 

disappointment greater when they get undesired messages. Mobile advertising may even step over the line of 

discretion and invade consumers’ privacy because of the personal nature of the mobile device. Li et al (2002) 

discusses how negative reactions like irritation arise through intrusion advertising. The channel influences 

consumer responsiveness to marketing communication by being perceived as either disturbing or acceptable 

(Abernethy 1991). If the consumer considers marketing communication via a channel as disturbing it may 

negatively affect the attention to and perception of the message. In contrast, the channel may also enhance the 

acceptance of the marketing communication if it is perceived as appropriate for the specific marketing 

communication. Also, some consumers may perceive the channels as neutral, i.e. it is neither disturbing nor 

accepted. 
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Despite substantial marketing potential, research on mobile advertising and particularly through its most 

successful application, short message service (SMS) is still embryonic. In a comprehensive survey concerning 

consumers’ experiences of direct marketing channels in Finland it was found that consumers perceived direct 

marketing channels differently compared to each other. (Finnish Direct Marketing Association, 2002) The 

experiences of mail order, Internet and email experiences were more positive compared to other direct market 

channels such as telemarketing and door-to-door sales. 80 % of the respondents had positive experiences of 

mail order, 77% had positive experiences of Internet and email as marketing channels and the corresponding 

number for SMS and WAP was 65%. For telemarketing and door-to-door sales the number of positive 

consumers was down to 30% and 25% respectively. Concerning satisfaction with information received, there 

seemed to be differences between the channels. The study also indicated that consumers have considerable 

less experience of SMS messages compared to mail order, Internet and email.  

 

The most influential model for comparing media is probably the ARF (Advertising Research Foundation) 

model first published in 1961 (Harvey 1997). 

 

 

 

RESEARCH PROBLEM 

 
1. This report is the study of consumer perception and attitude towards mobile marketing which is very 

popular among the people these days . 

2. The research is done to find out the consumer behavior on advertisement on different mobile apps . 

3. The research is also  done to find out the fraud activities which are being more popular  on social 

advertisement these days. 

 

 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Here we find out the result of research problem  in general and specific question as follows: 

 

 Do the attributes of mobile marketing have an effect on the attitudes of consumers? 

 Do the nature of information, its ability to attract users of mobile marketing and its credibility have an 

effect on the attitudes of consumers  toward mobile marketing? 

 Is there a correlation between the attributes of mobile marketing and the nature of information, 

attraction and excitement, credibility and consumer attitudes toward mobile marketing? 

 Is there a correlation between the attitudes of consumers  and the nature information, attraction and 

excitement and credibility? 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The basic objective behind this project is to study the customer preferences of the mobile marketing whether it 

is helpful for the customer in the sense of marketing, advertising, purchase purposes or not. To check the 

factors which influence customer decision while choosing the policy. The project will also include various 

surveys and field work to know the view of the general public as well as the regular clients of the respective 

company. With the help of such surveys and study the basic objectives is to find out various things. 

1. To find out the level of customer satisfaction of various mobile applications of different companies. 

2. To find out about the functions of the applications which are lacked and required by the customers. 

3. Customer preferences towards mobile marketing . 

4. To analyze the strength and weakness of functions of applications of various companies. 

5. To study the various factor that influence the customer to choose such applications. 

6. Comparison of mobile applications of different companies. 

 

 

 

 

HYPOTHESES 
 

Tests factors affecting consumer attitudes toward mobile marketing 

 

Hypothesis 1: There is an interest in the attributes of mobile marketing by consumers . 

 

Hypothesis 2: The nature of the information sent over the mobile phone has an effect on consumer attitudes 

toward mobile marketing. 

 
Hypothesis 3: Information characterized as attractive and exciting which is sent via the mobile phone has an 

effect on the attitudes of consumers toward mobile marketing. 

 

Hypothesis 4: The credibility of the information sent over the mobile phone has a positive impact on the 

attitudes of consumers . 

 

Hypothesis 5: Consumer attitudes are positive toward mobile marketing. 

 

Hypothesis 6: There is a correlation between the attributes of mobile marketing and information, excitement 

and attractiveness, credibility and consumer attitudes. 

 

Hypothesis 7: There is a correlation between consumer attitudes  toward mobile marketing and nature of 

information, excitement, attractiveness and credibility. 
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

 

Marketing Research is a process of collecting and analyzing marketing information and ultimately to arrive at 

certain conclusion. The purpose of this research is to describe the research procedure. Research Methodology 

is the mean to plan out the working process or the course of action to reach the objective. It is extremely 

crucial and holds the key to the success of the survey. 

The research design chosen for the study is conclusive (cross sectional descriptive design). A survey 

instrument was developed based on previous studies done on consumer perceptions of mobile advertising. 

 

TYPES OF DATA 

There are two types of Data: 

1) Primary  

2) Secondary 

Primary Source: Source from where firsthand information gathered directly are called primary source and 

thus information collected is called Primary data. 

In case of above study the primary source was consumer.   

Primary Data :- The techniques available for collecting primary data are: 

 Interview method 

 Questionnaire method 

Secondary Source: The source of information already gathered for some other purpose are available is called 

secondary data, with regard to my study secondary sources of my study where records of the company, 

magazines and papers. 

 

 

The Secondary data was collected on the basis of requirement, conveniences and reliability of the data. Out of 

these I have chosen questionnaire method to collect the data because of low cost, free from the bias of other 

interviewer and respondent. 
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TECHNIQUES OF DATA COLLECTION 

DATA COLLECTION MEDIUM:  

The medium for collection of data used was both the In-person and Self-administered. For some of the 

respondents, majority of the responses were collected with the help of Google forms and rest were collected 

through paper form.  

 

All the questions selected are chosen for a reason. questions are on the LIKERT scale. Basically, the research 

questionnaire is structured. 

 

Method : Personal Interaction , Internet survey  

Type of Questionnaire : Open ended questions and multiple choice questions  

Sequences of question                    :     1. General questions 

                                                              2. Specific questions 

Kinds of scale used                         :      1-5  

 

Sampling design and plan  

Research design          :   Exploratory & Descriptive 

Target Population            : School student , college student , work                                                                                     

professional ,  house wives        

Sample unit used                             :     100                

Sample Size                         :      100 

Response rate                                  :     100% 

Area covered                       :    Greater Noida  

Sampling Method                            :    Non probability Convenience sampling 

 

 

 

FIELDWORK 

 
Though the survey was conducted over the internet i.e. digitally but a small segment of the survey was done 

on paper or can be said in filed and that conducted in the Commercial belt Alpha 1 itself.  
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DATA ANALYSIS AND PROCEDURE 

 

The data was collected on the Online Excel sheet with the help of google forms. 

The data collected through survey was analyzed with help of simple percentages. Tabular and graphic 

methods, which included pie charts and bar graphs, were used to analyze data.  

Data was tabulated manually and was also analysed manually. Excel was used to make graphs had pie charts. 

 

Q 1. Do you use your phone for other purposes than calling, listening music, camera, etc.? 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

35, 35%

40, 40%

22, 22%

3, 3%0, 0%

Do you use your phone for other purposes than calling, 
listening music, camera, etc.?

Often Sometimes Yes No Maybe
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Q 2. Do you like receiving text advertisement messages? 

 

 

  

Q 3. Were you familiar with the expression mobile advertising since earlier? 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

40%

42%

18%
0%

Do you like receiving text advertisement messages?

Yes No Maybe

46%

32%

15%

5% 2%

Were you familiar with the expression mobile advertising 
since earlier

 Totally unknown for me Barely heard about it Neutral Aware Well Known for me
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Q 4. How often do you come in contact with advertisements targeting you directly? 

 
 

 

Q 5. What is your attitude towards advertisements coming in middle while using the application? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

38%

39%

15%

5% 3%

How often do you come in contact with advertisements 
targeting you directly

Everyday Couple of times a week Once a week

Couple of times a month Once a time in a month

41%

6%

46%

3%4%

What is your attitude towards 
advertisements coming in middle while using 

the application

Yes No  Depending on the situation At non-working hours Never
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Q 6. Do you use mobile applications provided by various companies? 

 

 
 

 

Q 7. The information in your advertisement affect your purchase decision? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

42%

28%

27%

3%

Do you use mobile applications provided by 
various companies

Yes

No

Sometimes

Never

46%

41%

9% 4%0%

The information in your advertisement affect 
your purchase decision

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree
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Q 8. Does the government encourage the use of mobile marketing to the public? 

 

 

 

Q 9. Do you consider mobile advertising a trustworthy advertising tool compared to traditional advertising 

tools? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

55%
45%

0%0%

Does the government encourage the use of 
mobile marketing to the public

Yes

No

41%

45%

7%
4%3%

Do you consider mobile advertising a 
trustworthy advertising tool compared to 

traditional advertising tools?

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree
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Q 10. Any payment apps which you find the most convenient? 

 

 

 

Q 11. Do you think that banks should provide all their on their mobile applications too? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

57%28%

9%
1%5%

Any payment apps which you find the most 
convenient?

PAYTM

BHIM App

MOBIKWIK

PHONEPE

Any other app

46%

25%

29%

0%

Do you think that banks should provide all 
their on their mobile applications too?

Yes

No

Doesn't matter
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Q 12. How often do you compare one mobile app with the other mobile app? 

 

 

 

  

40%

46%

10%
4%

How often do you compare one mobile app 
with the other mobile app?

Always

Sometimes

Quite Often

Never
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Q 13. Do you think the Mobile Marketing system in India should be promoted? 

 

 

 

Q 14. Do you think that company should invest in mobile marketing? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

33%

35%

32%

0%

Do you think the Mobile Marketing system in 
India should be promoted?

Yes

No

Maybe

71%

29%

0%0%

Do you think that company should invest in 
mobile marketing?

Yes

No
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Q 15. Will you recommend  usage of Mobile Marketing to your peers? 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

DATA INTERPPRETATIONS 
 

The above study on Attitude and Perception of Mobile Marketing in India the results obtained were : 

 

 For the Question regarding “Do you use your phone for other purposes than calling, listening music, 

camera, etc.” the outputs for the same received was 35 % for often , 40 % for sometimes, 22% for yes , 3% 

for no and 0 % for maybe . 

 

 For the Question regarding “Do you like receiving text advertisement messages” the outputs for the same 

was 40 % for yes , 42 % for no , 18 % for maybe . 

 

 For the Question regarding “Were you familiar with the expression mobile advertising since earlier” the 

outputs for the same received was 46 % for totally unknown for me , 32 % for barely heard about it , 15 % for 

neutral , 5 % for aware , 2% for well known for me  

 

 For the Question regarding “How often do you come in contact with advertisements targeting you 

directly” the outputs for the same received was 38% for everyday , 39% for couple of times in a week , 15 % 

for once a week , 5 % for couple of times a month , 3% for once a time in a month .  

50%

29%

21%
0%

Will you recommend  usage of Mobile 
Marketing to your peers?

Yes

No

Maybe
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 For the Question regarding “What is your attitude towards advertisements coming in middle while 

using the application” the outputs for the same received was 41 % for yes , 6% for no , 46 % depending on 

the situation , 3% for at non-working hours , 4% for never  

 

 For the Question regarding “Do you use mobile applications provided by various companies” the outputs 

for the same received was 42 % for yes , 28 % for no , 27 % for sometimes , 3 % for never . 

 

 For the Question regarding “. The information in your advertisement affect your purchase decision” the 

outputs for the same received  was 46 % for strongly disagree , 41 % for disagree , 9 % for  neutral , 4% for 

agree, 0% for strongly agree . 

 

 For the Question regarding “. Does the government encourage the use of mobile marketing to the public 

” the outputs for the same received was 55 % for yes and 45 % for no . 

 

 For the Question regarding “. Do you consider mobile advertising a trustworthy advertising tool 

compared to traditional advertising tools ” the outputs for the same received was 41 % for strongly 

disagree , 45 % disagree, 7 % for neutral , 4 % for agree , 3 % for strongly agree .  

 

 For the Question regarding “Any payment apps which you find the most convenient” the outputs for the 

same received was 57% for PAYTM , 28 % BHIM APP , 9% MOBIWIK , 1% PHONE PE, 5% OTHERS 

APP . 

 

For the Question regarding “Do you think that banks should provide all their on their mobile 

applications too ” outputs for the same received was 46 % for yes , 25 % for no , 29 % for doesn’t matter . 

 

 For the Question regarding “How often do you compare one mobile app with the other mobile app” 

outputs for the same received was  40 % for always , 46 % sometimes , 10 % quite often , 4 % never .  

 

 For the Question regarding “Do you think the Mobile Marketing system in India should be promoted” 

outputs for the same received was 33% for yes , 35 % for no , 32 % for maybe . 

 

 For the Question regarding “Do you think that company should invest in mobile marketing” outputs for 

the same received was 71% for yes and 29 % for no .  
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 For the Question regarding “Will you recommend  usage of Mobile Marketing to your peers” outputs for 

the same received was 50 % for yes , 29 % for no , 21 % for maybe.  

 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
Mobile marketing is a very important tool for marketing and is playing very important role in today’s 

scenario. It not only help customer to shop through a verity of product within few seconds, from anywhere 

and anytime but also help the retailers to target their desired customer with extreme ease. Mobile marketing is 

the latest trend in the market and is extremely powerful too. Through mobile marketing retailers can reach a 

bulk of desired customer anytime without making much effort. However mobile marketing is not that much 

famous among Indians but still they are adopting this latest concept and are looking forward for its 

exploration. It is really a big deal to sell products online in Indian market where customer is in the habit of 

touching and analyzing the product before making purchase decision. And introducing mobile for online 

shopping is entirely a different thing. To promote it among students really needs continuous efforts and 

advancement in technology that can make the shopping experience more easy and interesting for the 

customer. Today customers are looking forward for the technology that can not only save their time but also 

can proof trust worthy. According to the mobile apps of the online retailers should be easy going and should 

insure security of their personal information too. The de-motivating factor for mobile marketing was security 

of their personal information. This show that however students are adopting mobile marketing for shopping 

but still they have less trust on the online retailers regarding security of their personal information. In order to 

generate great revenues retailers should focus on winning the trust of their customers by building strongly safe 

and secure mobile services so that youths can rely on the and can make purchase without any fear. But the 

mentality of Indian customer is that they want more in less with good quality too. So the retailers should come 

with products that can better fit with their pockets and can grab their attention. As already discussed the 

Indian economy is increasing enormously and with the increasing economy demand of Indian consumers 

increasing too. Indians are adopting mobile marketing gradually and are their expectation level is increasing 

too. In coming years mobile marketing will become the trend of shopping online. Now it becomes need of the 

hour to raise the standard of mobile services and to meet the expectation level of the consumers and to earn 

customer loyalty. It is the high time for the fashion retailers to invent new and innovative ways to grab the 

attention of youths and to generate desired revenues. 
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LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

 
 

 Because of time constraint sample size was the scope of this project is limited to areas in Greater Noida 

only. 

 Many of them were non – smart phone users  

 Because of time constraint sample size was restricted on 100. 

 The estimates are done on average basis. 

 Some of the respondents did not respond due to lack of time. 

 

 

 

RECOMMENDATION 
 

My recommendation after doing this research project is that marketing manager should make customers more 

aware about their product or services through mobile marketing. The organization has to take proper measures 

for mobile marketing. Technological glitches of the mobile marketing should be sorted out. 
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